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That pen don’t have any good
Poems in it. It’s tired of this old

     World & its colorless fiascos
     & ungodly extensions for obvious

Performance-enhancing–drug
Users. Implied hyphenated

     Linebackers hinge for projection:
     We’s all think it’s bad but disagree

On what the definition of it is
Expect to be killed by otherwise

     Docile poets when they get inside
     The etcetera zone. Pronk adds a win

In the abstract. Your and my 
Naturalized self, which we’ve let

     Interview ye but refuse to let be
     Ye is being followed by drones

Built by big bugs in old walls
As it was time to get serious I

     Split. Don’t need no astrology
     Anyway, you’re down on the 

Loading
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Street, disclaiming the I feel
Radish of the digitally impaired 

     You’re a cold-spleened brofuck-
     Er, I guess. How come people are

Only mostly prone in description?
I don’t think about kinds of things

     All Pirate hamstrings retire as
     Pirates extend Hurdle. Scary fake

Talker over there scares me
Briefly, but still, I can’t wait  

     To screed Dredd Judd amidst 
     The untalkers I solitaire usselves 

With. A vaguely confident human 
Just told us Wall St.’s closed

     Today, so why we looking so 
     Involved? I thought I wanted 

To be serious right nowness:
My body told me to be serious:

     But I don’t know: “Did your
     Daddy have video games when
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You were a girl?” the little girl
Asks. She’s so damn large I

     Almost can’t correct us. About
     Now I hear John Yau asking

For a word. Leopards confronted
With mirrors dig the woods

     According to nihilist cheeseballs
     With fancy frames. We get

Knocked down at recess too
Sweety. Hi Bears! If you see

     A graffitied skull on the phone
     That’s a temporary we: A is

for Atalantavan. B is for Broke-
Ass Daddy. Z is for Moustache.

     I is for I Don’t Get It, home 
     In time for the horrors of

Selection according to what
We let get called structure
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A is for Atalantavan
B is for Broke-Ass Daddy
C is for Carmelo Back On D
D is for Deer Antler Spray
E is for Pink Eye
F is for Fainting Lines In Sky
G is for Grace Lake
H is for Here Comes A Regular
I is for I Don’t Get It
J is for Jackoff Algorhythm 
K is for Kenward
L is for Lamination Sweets
M is for Meatwind
N is for Can Of Nap
O is for Ionized Air
P is for Pick Up The House
Q is for Quackpot
R is for Roto-Dendron-Tisserie-Virus-Rooter
S is for Sandwich Eats Face
T is for Boneless Or Traditional
U is for Fetishized Negation
V
W is for Work Emails We Have Known
Y is for Whatever
Z is for Moustache

An Alphabet For Nobody
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the noise 

                                          was a secret 

                     for me

the inscriptions 

                                              like signs

                       from which                                  

                  a letter 

                       has fallen off

 

Go Frack Yourself With Your Urinal
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the absurdity 

   of technique 

was parallel 

   if you wish   the to-do

         made about 

       it but all 

         that money
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                    passed over

           my head

                                                           

                                              the people                   

                                            

                                                                                                                                  I taught

                      

     were charming there 

          

was none of today’s 

                                             

   

                                                            fevered atmosphere
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fashionable                                                                              is exaggerated

           camaraderie               was                          general

                  hunching                       under                                     safety

                               as technicians                                                                   

                                                                                                                       of squat            

                                                                momentum

we do like                                                                         to live in holes
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Refillable Growlers

 A swatch late in pain, still   In beatings. With inward reg-
 Forced to context with one    Ularity. Delivering wiffle balls

& all these other polyatheists   From mid-street cuts into shit
Invested in equal opportunity   Walking by the sense gauntlet

 Combat. I don’t note where     To get treats from bodegas
 I got ideas of surfaces from   forcing routine from its realm

That dingy hallway one could   Of impossibility. One percent 
Only return to in the dealer   Back on everything. Two percent

 Years. The Koch apparition   Back on awkward sexes. Three 
 Gawked with a light pride   To eighty percent back on failure 

I don’t know. East as a word   Of glasses. The plan: disruptive 
Next to Village gives off a barrage   Defense & offensive balance:

 of Market-fresh Sensation. Anec-  I’ll never make the mistake 
 Dotes vergeding on wintering    Of turning forty again
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Self-Portrait with Lasers

my fellow parenthetical palliative rodeos inward beavises 
tender chicken tenders  bullshit is a star I think I’d like         
an owl backpack pale ale  chances hewn  taut, fragile        
uncanny mid-life anytime glub  speaking  necrotics 
drowning in interior hobo piss frack attack of deep enveloped feeling  
not bad for a prototype my loadedings hurt  it’s hardish   
enlisted middling clarity    scumbag fame         for missionary       
milk thistling         post-linoleum palavers  trumping helioscopic  
deep depth to terrorize drones with ugly gentle cadavers  
freelings cultlines missectioned living     actualization of ghosts  
yr deadly bobcats out to become hornets, again            noble purple prosers         
&boring!        heather their teds       jimmy their mics      tear driving bloom lines  
topiary pratfallen minaret-mes  swaddle all lozenges   bounce their bobs    
franklin your eds       a T for twitchy eros a whole ten years of vapor  
she ain’t gonna give me five            & here comes horseshoe downturn pre-sob  
sobs        how do you say         eraptured which is fucked up  but fucked up 
is bounty absorbed             pigeons even love you            cryptic & normal
whatever ya gotta do   not to be tricked                 harrumph specs verbalia     
in Cage 38            creeping phlox  by the outdoor world’s rent-a-face             
weaponized emphasis                indulging limits like taste     emporium
at least our bones aren’t wet  right, daddy?             fees, warts, & all    
developing a concussion policy     salt marsh hay          word to our smothered other           
aggression bummer         sorts our no-team          skipping out on injust instructions  
with company        into the distant      fearless refusal            to not be moved              
so I duck               beyond affect                   raise my beak              let empties activate

            




